In this study, we performed a conceptual modeling on solute transport based on theoretical stream tube model (STM) with various travel time distributions assuming a pure convective flow through each tube in order to investigate how the lengths and distributions of solute travel time through STM affect the breakthrough curves at the end mixing surface. The conceptual modeling revealed that 1) the shape of breakthrough curve (BTC) at the mixing surface was determined by not only input travel time distributions but also solute injection mode such as sampling time and pulse lengths; 2) the increase of pulse length resulted in the linear increase of the first time moment (mean travel time) and quadratic increase of the second time moment (variance of travel time) leading to more spreading of solute, however, the second time moment was not affected by travel time distributions; and 3) for a given input distributions the increase in travel distance resulted in more dispersion with the quadratic increase of travel time variance. This indicates that stream tube model obeying strictly pure convective flow follows the concept of convective-lognormal transport (CLT) model regardless the input travel time distributions.
Introduction
At macroscopic scale, there are three basic causes of velocity difference in pore-water that are friction loss, differences in pore size and path length, all or each of which leads to mixing of solute and thereby brings about mechanical dispersion [1] . This mechanical dispersion is considered as a key parameter responsible for mixing or dilution of solutes during transport through soils and distinguished from molecular diffusion arising from density or concentration differences. Combination of mechanical dispersion with molecular diffusion is termed hydrodynamic dispersion which constitutes major transport parameters of solute transport equation together with convection. For instance, the convection-dispersion equation (CDE) of solute transport for nonreactive solute is described by only these two parameters. It is, however, based on a set of assumptions that are likely to be valid only under certain conditions in soil or aquifer systems. The CDE makes the hypothesis that the dispersion process is formally equivalent to diffusion even though dispersion is a convective transport process.
Because the CDE is valid only after sufficient time has elapsed to smooth out transport by convective velocity differences along the direction of motion, it cannot be valid at early times. For this reason, Jury [2] developed an alternative formulation for solute transport, called the transfer function or convective lognormal transfer function (CLT) model, which does not require the restrictive assumptions of the CDE and can be applied to problems at different scales. This model relates an input condition to the output variable of interest based on the assumption that the velocity of a solute particle remains constant along its travel path through the soil. It further assumes that there is no exchange of solute particles between pores with different water velocities. In this regard, solute particle arrival times are perfectly correlated with lognormal distribution of pore water velocities and solute travel time variance increases quadratically with depth. Recently Bardsley [3] studied temporal moments of a tracer pulse in a perfectly parallel flow system by partitioning water flow into isolated one-dimensional stream tubes which maintain spatial correlation of all properties in the direction of flow. The individual flow tubes in the parallel flow model are referred to as channels for fracture-flow and layers in the context of perfectly stratified aquifer systems.
Tracer transport in parallel systems provides a nondiffusive mechanism contributing to dispersion [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This stream tube effect has been referred to as a convective-dispersive process [9, 10] , causing tracer arrival-time variance to increase as a quadratic function of travel distance for convective flow. Since within a single stream tube all hydraulic properties remain constant, the distribution of travel time or flow velocities between stream tubes will be the utmost important factors determining the dispersive process at the outflow mixing surface. In the previous studies of dispersion, the effect of normal distributions [11, 12] , normal or lognormal arrival times [10, 13, 14] between the stream tubes on solute transport were investigated. However, to date there has been no systematic study on both a pure convective process within a stream tube and the effect of normal or lognormal distributions of arrival times between stream tubes on solute transport. In addition to the travel time distributions, there would be some other factors such as sampling time and pulse duration which influence the dispersive process for pure convective flow.
The objective of this study is (1) to generate the breakthrough curves (BTC) of nonreactive solute using a conceptual stream tube model (STM) by assuming pure convective process and (2) to investigate how the pulse conditions and various travel time distributions affect the transport concept of stream tube model using time moment analysis.
Material and Methods

Modeling of Conceptual Stream Tube
The conceptual stream tube model can be constructed in two different ways. The first is a diameter-based type to assemble a finite number of tubes with equal lengths but different cross-sectional areas or diameters so that different average flow velocities are achieved by allowing equal flow rate to each tube. The other is a length-based type to construct the tubes with equal diameter but different lengths in order for the stream tubes to have normal or lognormal distributions of travel time when an equal amount of discharge is imposed to each tube. In this study, the latter case is adopted.
Following assumptions should be made for the conceptual stream tube model:
1) The stream tube model is constructed with a finite number of bundles of one-dimensional stream tubes with equal diameter but different lengths.
2) Flow velocity within a single tube is steady and invariant.
3) Tracer solution is injected uniformly at the inlet boundary of each tube.
4) Tracer transport in each tube obeys the convective flow. 5) Molecular diffusion during pulse input is neglected. 6) Dispersive mixing occurs due to velocity differences between tubes at the outflow mixing surface by instantaneous and complete mixing. 7) Effluents are collected at one common mixing surface regardless the differences in tube lengths.
8) Velocity differences can be realized by normal or lognormal distributions of travel length or time.
Consider a set of stream tubes which has a normal distribution of tube length as shown in Figure 1 
Therefore the effluent concentration at J will be 0 0
In order to investigate the effect of travel time distribution on the convective-dispersive process, we generated three different input probability density functions of travel times or tube lengths (60, 80, 100, 120, 140 cm) as was shown in Figure 2 and used them for simulation of BTCs at the mixing surface based on pure convective flow within stream tubes. Sensitivity analysis was also performed to see the effect of sampling time (  = 10, 20 cm) and pulse length (NPL = 1 to 6) on the BTCs.
Time Moment Analysis
In order to investigate the effect of sampling time, pulse duration and input distribution of travel length on the dispersive process along stream tubes, time moment analysis was performed. The simulated concentrations in time were first converted to probability density function (pdf) as: 
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The n th order time moment is given by:
The variance of travel time is given by:
Results and Discussion
For a given sampling time or length (  = 10 cm), the effect of pulse length on the BTC is given in Figure 3 for three different travel time distributions. The general shape of BTC coincided with the input distribution of travel as evidenced in Figures 3(a)-(c) for normal, right skewed, left skewed distributions. For a given distribution, more dispersion was generated as pulse length increased. It is noted that multi-peaks were due to the small sampling time (  = 10 cm) compared to the relatively large difference (20 cm) in length between tubes regardless the input travel time distributions. Thus shape of BTC was dependent on both pulse length and travel time distribution. Figure 7 where the travel distance increased from onefold to four-fold of the initial lengths (60, 80, 100, 120, 140 cm) of STM with three input pdfs for a given  = 20 cm and NPL = 8. It is noted that the number of multi-peaks increased as the travel length increased. It is evident that more dispersion occurred as the solute pulse traveled along longer pathways. The relationship between T 1 with travel distance is given in Figure 8 . It was found that T 1 increased linearly with travel distance and the input pdfs did not significantly affect T 1 . The relationship between Var and travel distance is given in Figure 9 where a quadratic increase of Var with travel distance was observed regardless the different input pdfs. This implies that transport properties such as mean travel time and variance of solute are not dependent on the physical nature of the STM and agree with those of the CLT model concept which assumes a correlated flow without lateral mixing. 12 SciRes. 
Conclusion
tance, indicating that STM with pure convective flow follows the concept of CLT model. However the impact of travel distance was shown to be independent on the input pdfs. We further found that the input pdfs influence only the shape of BTC at the mixing surface and is not related with the transport process of solute.
In order to investigate the effect of sampling time, pulse duration and input travel time distribution (normal, lognormal) on the transport processes of a stream tube model, we performed conceptual modeling on stream tube model assuming a pure convective flow within each stream tube. Sampling time and pulse length has a great impact on BTC shape: 1) linear increase of T 1 with number of pulse length (NPL); 2) quadratic increase of Var with NPL; and 3) output BTC becomes identical to input BTC when = NPL. Travel distance has also a great impact on the transport processes such that variance of travel time showed a quadratic increase with travel dis-
